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Abstract: Positive switching impulse discharge characteristics are an important basis for the external
insulation design of transmission line towers. At present, the characteristics are obtained mainly
by real tower discharge tests. Since the existing research on the discharge model is not perfect,
test designs are not reasonable, which results in high costs. The influence of line height and tower
width on the discharge characteristics of Ultra High Voltage (UHV) transmission lines air gaps is
studied in this paper. The results show that the line height had little influence on the breakdown
voltage of air gaps in UHV transmission lines. A tower-width discharge model was obtained by
fitting the breakdown voltage of air gaps with different gap lengths and tower widths. By analyzing
the gap characteristic factors of different transmission lines, a discharge model of different tower air
gaps in UHV transmission lines was presented. The breakdown voltage calculated by the models
was in good agreement with the test results, and the errors were not more than 5%.
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1. Introduction

In order to solve the problem of reverse distribution of energy resources and load centers,
China has carried out a great deal of research and construction work on Ultra High Voltage (UHV)
transmission lines since the beginning of the 21st century. UHV transmission lines stand for alternating
current (AC) transmission lines with voltage levels of 1000 kV and above, and direct current (DC)
transmissions with voltage levels of ±800 kV and above, which have the characteristics of large
transmission capacity, long transmission distance, and low line loss. At present, China has put into
operation several 1000 kV AC and ±800 kV DC UHV transmission lines [1].

In transmission lines, the air gap is the main external insulation mode of towers. In the design
process of transmission lines, the choice of air gaps is very important. Reasonable design is not only
related to the safe and stable operation of the system, but also to the cost of the project. Compared
with power frequency and lightning overvoltage, the air gap required to withstand switching impulse
overvoltage is the largest. Moreover, according to past test results, the positive switching impulse
breakdown voltage of the same gap is significantly lower than the negative switching impulse
breakdown voltage [2]. Therefore, the positive switching impulse discharge characteristics are an
important basis for the external insulation design of transmission line towers.

The air gaps in transmission lines belong to long air gaps. The discharge characteristics of long
air gaps are complex and have been the focus of research in high voltage transmission projects for
many years. In past decades, scholars have carried out a lot of research on long air gap discharge
characteristics. In the 1960s, some scholars studied the discharge characteristics under switching
impulse, obtained the breakdown characteristics of different gap structures through a large number of
tests, and established several empirical formulas for calculating the discharge voltage [3–5]. Since the
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1970s, some scholars have carried out tests on the discharge characteristics of power transmission
and transformation projects to provide a basis for Extra High Voltage (EHV) and UHV transmission
projects [6–8]. In the 1980s, some scholars established a typical gap breakdown voltage calculation
model based on the leader discharge mechanism [9,10]. Since the 21st century, with the continuous
progress of technology, scholars have carried out long air gap breakdown voltage prediction calculation
and observation tests [11–19], further promoting the research process of long air gap discharge.
At present, scholars mainly adopt real tower discharge tests to obtain the positive switching impulse
discharge characteristics of air gaps in UHV transmission lines. Since the research on the discharge
model is not perfect, test designs are not reasonable and therefore have high costs. In order to solve
this problem, this paper studies the discharge characteristics of air gaps in UHV transmission lines,
and obtains the discharge models.

2. Breakdown Voltage Calculation Method

2.1. Long Air Gap Discharge Model

The development process of air gap discharge in UHV transmission lines is mainly composed
of some physical processes, such as the first corona initiation, the streamer-leader transformation,
the continuous leader development, and the final jump under positive switching impulse [20,21].
The voltage rise of the conductor causes the surface electric field distortion and the first corona initiates.
After obtaining the free charge from the air, the first corona is transformed into the streamer and
develops in the gap. In long air gaps, the streamer is unable to complete the breakdown of the whole
gap. As the conductor voltage increases further, the streamer stem is transformed into a leader and
continues to extend. When the streamer ahead of the leader reaches the ground potential electrode, the
discharge goes into the final jump, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The development process of air gap discharge.

In the course of the discharge development, gap breakdown must meet two basic conditions: the
continuous leader inception, and the streamer in front of the leader developing to the ground potential
electrode. When the free charges generated by the streamer are sufficient to maintain the continuous
development of the leader, the applied voltage of the conductor is the continuous leader inception
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voltage. After the inception of the continuous leader, the leader develops at an almost constant speed
in the gap, and the potential of the leader head nearly remains the continuous leader inception voltage.
When the streamer in front of the leader reaches the ground potential tower, the leader develops
rapidly and gap breakdown becomes inevitable. At this time, the applied voltage of the conductor is
the minimum breakdown voltage. It can be concluded that the minimum breakdown voltage of long
air gaps consists of two parts [10]:

UB = Ulc + ∆Ul (1)

where UB is the minimum breakdown voltage, Ulc is the continuous leader inception voltage, and ∆Ul
is the leader voltage drop.

The leader can be regarded as a channel with arc characteristics, and the expression of the leader
voltage drop can be obtained:

∆Ul = 50lz + 37.5 ln
[
8 − 7e−1.33lz

]
(2)

where lz is the length of the leader.
When the streamer in front of the leader reaches the ground potential electrode, the length of the

leader channel is:
lz = d − h f (3)

where d is the gap length, and hf is the length of the final jump.
According to the characteristic that the potential gradient Es of the streamer is almost constant,

the relationship between the continuous leader inception voltage Ulc and the final jump length hf can
be obtained:

h f =
Ulc
Es

(4)

The expression of the minimum breakdown voltage of long air gaps can be obtained from the
above equations:

UB = Ulc + 50(d − Ulc
Es

) + 37.5 ln
[

8 − 7e−1.33(d−Ulc
Es )
]

(5)

According to the dispersibility of the discharge process and the randomness of the breakdown
path, the 50% breakdown voltage U50 of the air gaps under the critical positive switching impulse is
related to the minimum breakdown voltage UB [9]:

U50 =
UB

1 − 3σ
(6)

where σ is the standard deviation of the probability function of the breakdown, which is 3% in
conductor-tower gaps.

It can be seen that the continuous leader inception voltage is the key to calculating the long air
gap breakdown voltage.

According to the two basic conditions, F.A.M. Rizk set a point charge at a distance s from the tip
of the streamer stem equivalent to the space charge that is generated by the streamer discharge [10]:

Ulc = Uc + αUin (7)

where α is the ratio function between the equivalent radius of the streamer stem region and the distance
s from the point charge Q0 to the tip of the streamer stem, Uc is the critical voltage, and Uin is the
induction voltage generated by the equivalent charge Q0 and its induction charge at the tip of the
streamer stem, which can be expressed as:

Uin = Uia − Uib (8)
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where Uia is the induced potential at the tip of the streamer stem due to the equivalent charge Q0.
Uib represents the absolute value of the potential at the tip of the streamer stem induced by image
charges induced on the grounding electrode and other nearby objects [10]. As the length of the stem is
very small, it can be considered:

Uia =
Q0

4πε0s
(9)

Uib =
Q0

4πε0R
(10)

where R is the gap characteristic factor which characterizes the gap geometry, gap spacing, nature and
dimensions of the grounding electrode, etc.

Thus, a general model of the continuous leader inception voltage of any gap is obtained [10]:

Ulc =
Uc∞

1 + A
R

(11)

where Uc∞ and A are related to the structure of a high voltage electrode, but not to the gap length and
the structure of a grounding electrode.

In the gap of the conductor electrode with a gap length of 4–8 m, the general model of the
continuous leader inception voltage is [15]:

Ulc =
Uc∞

1 + A
R

=
2247

1 + 9.87−10.53 ln a
(2.64−ln a)R

(12)

where a is the radius of the conductor.
The continuous leader inception voltage model of conductor-plane gaps is [10]:

Ulc =
Uc∞

1 + A
R

=
2247

1 + 5.15−5.49 ln a
d ln 2d

a

(13)

2.2. Method

According to the above discharge voltage calculation model, the disparity in the continuous leader
inception voltage results in the difference in breakdown voltage in various air gaps of transmission lines.
The difference in the continuous leader inception voltage is caused by the difference in gap structure.
Therefore, the calculation of the gap characteristic factor, which represents the structural difference,
becomes the key to calculating the breakdown voltage of air gaps. In fact, the gap characteristic
factor represents the ability of the induced charge on the surrounding grounding structure to generate
the induced potential on the surface of the high voltage electrode. F.A.M. Rizk calculated the gap
characteristic factors of some typical gaps by a mathematical method [9,10]. A gap characteristic factor
calculation method is proposed in [15]. This method sets an equivalent point charge in a finite element
simulation software to determine the induced potential on the surface of the high voltage electrode
so as to calculate the factor. It is difficult to calculate the gap characteristic factor of complex gaps
by the mathematical method, whereas the finite element simulation method can calculate the gap
characteristic factor of any gap. In order to calculate the breakdown voltage of different gaps, the finite
element simulation method was adopted in this paper.

The flow chart of the finite element simulation method is shown in Figure 2. First, a solid
model of the gap was made in Solidworks. The model was then imported into Comsol Multiphyscis.
Subsequently, the shortest distance between the conductor and the tower was determined to be the
breakdown path, and the gap length was the discharge path length d. Thereafter, on the breakdown
path, a point charge Q0 was set at a distance of s to the surface of the conductor. In this study, the initial
leader length was about 0.7 m [22,23], and the value of s was in the range of 0.3–0.7 m and thus had
little influence on the gap characteristic factor [15]. Therefore, the charge was considered away from
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the surface of the conductor 0.5 m in this paper. According to equations (8), (9), and (10), it can be
considered that the value of the Q0 has no effect on the gap characteristic factor [15], so the value of
Q0 was considered as 1C in this paper. That is to say, on the breakdown path, a point charge of 1C
was set at the position of 0.5 m from the surface of the conductor. Then, the boundary conditions were
set so that the potential at infinity was zero, consequently grounding the tower. The induced voltage
calculated by this method was actually the induced voltage at the tip of the streamer stem. Because the
length of the streamer stem was very small, it was considered that the tip of the streamer stem was on
the surface of the conductor. Therefore, although the conductor was an equipotential body, the method
actually calculated the potential of a small distance outside of the conductor, indicating that the relevant
boundary conditions were not set. After the boundary conditions were set, the potential Uin of the
point on the surface of the conductor was obtained by analysis and calculation. The gap characteristic
factor and the breakdown voltage of the gap were calculated by the long air gap discharge model.
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3. Discharge Characteristics

3.1. Equivalent of Bundle-Conductor

In UHV transmission lines, most conductors are bundle-conductors. In order to simplify the
research process, the bundle-conductor can be equivalent to a single conductor. According to the
principle of capacitance equivalence, a bundle-conductor can be equivalent to a single conductor along
the axis, and the expression of the radius of the equivalent conductor is as follows [24]:

ae = (nalrn−1
b )

1
n (14)

where ae is the radius of the equivalent conductor, al is the radius of the single conductor of the
bundle-conductor, rb is the bundle radius, and n is the number of conductors in the bundle-conductor.
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According to the charge simulation method, F.A.M Rizk presented the continuous leader inception
model of bundle-conductor-plane gaps [10,24]:

Ulc =
2247

1 + 5.15−5.49 ln a
d ln 2d

a

=
2247

1 + 5.15−5.49 ln ae

d ln
2d+rb+al

ae

(15)

The single conductor was used instead of the bundle-conductor in the following research.

3.2. Influence of Line Height

Previous testing studies have shown that in transmission lines, with the increase of line height,
the influence of height on the air gap breakdown voltage is reduced [2]. UHV transmission line towers
are enormous in height, thus it is difficult to judge the influence of line height on breakdown voltage.
In order to investigate the influence of line height in UHV transmission lines, the breakdown voltage
of air gaps with different heights was studied using the breakdown voltage calculation method. Since
the line height in UHV transmission lines is generally above 25 m, the conductor-tower gaps with line
heights of 25 m, 30 m, 35 m, and 40 m were selected to study in this paper.

The gap diagrammatic sketch and solid model are shown in Figure 3. The radius of the conductor
was 0.05 m and the length was 20 m. The gap length d was the distance from the surface of conductor
to the tower leg, which was 5 m. The line height h was the distance from the surface of the conductor to
the ground. The breakdown voltage of four different line height gaps was calculated by the breakdown
voltage calculation method. The results are shown in Figure 4. The results show that the variety of
breakdown voltage was not more than 1%. Slight changes were possibly due to the insufficient height
of the tower. However, it was concluded that the line height had little effect on the breakdown voltage
of air gaps in UHV transmission lines.
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3.3. The Influence of Tower Width

According to [25], the relationship between the breakdown voltage and the width of the tower is
the following:

U50(w) = U50(1)(1.03 − 0.03w) (16)

where U50(w) is the breakdown voltage with the tower width of w, and U50(1) is the breakdown voltage
with the tower width of 1 m.

However, in previous tests and studies, there was a certain discrepancy between the results and
the equation. According to [15], as the width of the tower increases, the breakdown voltage decreases.
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As the gap length increases, the influence of the tower width on breakdown voltage will decrease.
Therefore, the influence of gap length cannot be ignored. In order to determine the influence of tower
widths and gap lengths on the breakdown of UHV transmission lines, single conductor-tower leg gaps
were studied. The gap lengths of gaps were 4 m, 5 m, 6 m, 7 m, and 8 m, and the tower widths were
1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m, and 6 m. The breakdown voltage of the above gaps was calculated by the
breakdown voltage calculation method and the results are shown in Figure 5.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 12 
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The results show that when the gap length was 8 m, the breakdown voltage with a tower width of
6 m was 3.6% lower than that with a tower width of 1 m. When the gap length was 4 m, the breakdown
voltage with a tower width of 6 m was 6.4% lower than that with a tower width of 1 m. These results
are consistent with the conclusions of [15]. Fitting the results, the tower-width discharge model of
transmission lines with a tower width in the range of 2–6 m is obtained:

U50(w) = U50(1)(1 − 0.014w +
wd

1000
) (17)

The model is verified by the test results of [26]. The breakdown voltage of the gap with a tower
width of 5 m was calculated by the tower-width discharge model and a previous formula based on the
breakdown voltage of the gap with a tower width of 2 m. As shown in Figure 6, the calculated results of
the tower width discharge model were closer to the experimental data than those of previous formulas,
with a maximum error of 3%, which proves the correctness of the tower-width discharge model.
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Figure 6. Comparison results between the tower-width discharge model, previous formulas, and tests.

4. Discharge Model

The breakdown voltage calculation method can effectively calculate the breakdown voltage of
UHV transmission lines with different tower types. However, this method still needs to build a solid
model, a finite element simulation calculation, and other processes, which has certain complexity,
and the discharge characteristics are not intuitive enough. The discharge model of UHV transmission
lines is obtained by studying different gap characteristics factor of gaps.

According to the general model of the continuous leader inception voltage, Equation (11), it can be
concluded that the difference in continuous leader inception voltage in the same high voltage electrode
gap is caused by the difference in gap characteristic factors. Therefore, according to the continuous
leader inception voltage model of conductor-plane gaps, Equation (13), it can be considered that in
gaps of the conductor electrode, the model of the continuous leader inception voltage is:

Ulc =
Uc∞

1 + A
Rct

=
Uc∞

1 + Rcp
Rct

· A
Rcp

=
2247

1 + J· 5.15−5.49 ln a
d ln 2d

a

(18)

where J is the difference factor between the conductor-plane gap characteristic factor Rcp with a gap
length d and the conductor-tower gap characteristic factor Rct with a tower width of 1 m and a gap
length d. Its expression is as follows:

J =
Rcp

Rct
(19)

As shown in Figure 7, in order to determine the difference factor of different tower types, the gap
characteristic factors of conductor-cathead-tower window gaps, conductor-cathead-tower side gaps,
double-circuit-tower gaps, and conductor-plane gaps were calculated. The gap lengths of the above
gaps were 5 m, 6 m, 7 m, and 8 m. The tower widths of the cathead-tower window, the cathead-tower
side, and the double circuit-tower were 1 m. The radius of the conductor was 0.05 m, and the length
was 20 m. The tower model was made according to the actual tower 1:1 size.

Gap characteristic factors of different gaps after calculation are shown in Figure 8. According
to Equation (19), the difference factors of the conductor-cathead-tower window gaps with different
lengths were within the range of 1.21 ± 3%. The difference factors of the conductor-cathead-tower
side gaps with different lengths were within the range of 1.01 ± 4%. The difference factors of the
conductor-double-circuit-tower gaps with different lengths were within the range of 1.17 ± 5%. As a
result, the difference factor J of different tower types was 1.21 for the cathead-tower window gaps,
1.01 for the cathead-tower side gaps, and 1.17 for the double-circuit-tower gaps.
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Therefore, according to the principle of capacitance equivalence, the continuous leader inception
voltage model of UHV transmission lines is:

Ulc =
2247

1 + J· 5.15−5.49 ln ae

d ln
2d+rb+al

ae

(20)

 Jch−t−w = 1.21
Jch−t−s = 1.01
Jd−c−r = 1.17

(21)

where Jch-t-w is the difference factor of the cathead-tower window gaps, Jch-t-s is the difference factor of
the cathead-tower side gaps, and Jd-c-r is the difference factor of the double-circuit-tower gaps.

Combined with the long air gap discharge model, the breakdown voltage of the gaps with a tower
width of 1 m can be calculated. After that, the breakdown voltage of the gaps with an actual tower
width can be calculated by the tower-width discharge model.
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The correctness of the models is verified by actual test results. In the process of designing
the external insulation in transmission lines of 1000 kV AC, the China Electric Power Research
Institute (CEPRI) took the cathead-tower and double-circuit-tower as the objects with which to conduct
experimental research on the discharge characteristics of the gaps [27–29]. The test was carried out
at the CEPRI UHV outdoor test site. The tower used in the test was the same as the actual tower.
The conductor parameters are shown in Table 1. Considering the switching overvoltage level of
transmission lines, the switching impulse with a front time of 250 µs was used in the test.

Table 1. Conductor parameters.

n al/m rb/m

8 0.0138 0.52

According to the continuous leader inception voltage model of UHV transmission lines, the long
air gap discharge model, and the tower-wide discharge model, the breakdown voltage of different
types of conductor-tower gaps is displayed in Table 2. After comparing the calculated results with
the experimental results of CEPRI, the errors were not more than 5%, which proves the correctness of
the models.

Table 2. Calculation of different gaps breakdown voltage.

Types d/m w/m U50/kV Experimental U50/kV Error

cathead-tower window
6.7 2.6 1890 1801 4.95%
7.7 2.6 2033 1942 4.70%

cathead-tower side
5.6 1.4 1819 1789 1.69%
6.5 1.4 1964 1970 0.32%
7.5 1.4 2103 2115 0.56%

double-circuit-tower

5.5 1.2 1730 1673 3.39%
6 1.2 1816 1795 1.17%

6.5 1.2 1896 1907 0.58%
7 1.2 1970 2000 1.48%

5. Conclusions

In order to reduce real tower discharge test costs, the discharge characteristics of UHV
transmission lines were studied, and the following conclusions were obtained:

(1) In UHV transmission lines, line height had little influence on the breakdown voltage of air gaps.
(2) A tower-width discharge model was presented by fitting the breakdown voltage of air gaps with

different gap lengths and tower widths. The model shows the influence of tower width on the
breakdown voltage of air gaps.

(3) A continuous leader inception voltage model of UHV transmission lines was presented, which
calculates the breakdown voltage of UHV transmission line air gaps combined with the long air
gap discharge model and the tower-width discharge.
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